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Summary
1. Human impacts on the environment are multifaceted and can occur across distinct spa-

tiotemporal scales. Ecological responses to environmental change are therefore difficult to
predict, and entail large degrees of uncertainty. Such uncertainty requires robust tools for
management to sustain ecosystem goods and services and maintain resilient ecosystems.
2. We propose an approach based on discontinuity theory that accounts for patterns and
processes at distinct spatial and temporal scales, an inherent property of ecological systems.
Discontinuity theory has not been applied in natural resource management and could therefore improve ecosystem management because it explicitly accounts for ecological complexity.
3. Synthesis and applications. We highlight the application of discontinuity approaches for
meeting management goals. Specifically, discontinuity approaches have significant potential to
measure and thus understand the resilience of ecosystems, to objectively identify critical scales
of space and time in ecological systems at which human impact might be most severe, to provide warning indicators of regime change, to help predict and understand biological invasions
and extinctions and to focus monitoring efforts. Discontinuity theory can complement current
approaches, providing a broader paradigm for ecological management and conservation.
Key-words: biodiversity, discontinuity theory, ecological complexity, extinction, invasion
biology, management, monitoring, regime shifts, resilience, scale

Introduction
The human domination of the world’s ecosystems has
resulted in a biodiversity crisis with unprecedented species
extinctions threatening ecosystems and the provisioning of
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ecosystem services upon which humanity relies (Barnosky
et al. 2011). Rapid climate and landscape changes have
led to the alteration of biogeochemical cycles, habitat
fragmentation, emergence of new diseases and other
changes that are best characterized as nonlinear transitions between ecosystem regimes (Holling 1973). Worstcase scenarios include undesired regime shifts (see
Appendix S1, Supporting information for definitions of
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terms in italics) at the global scale with uncertain outcomes regarding the ongoing delivery of ecosystem services (Hughes et al. 2013).
Scientists and natural resource managers must strategically allocate limited resources for research, management
and conservation of ecosystems. Robust tools are needed
to characterize cause and effect relationships between
stressors and ecological responses. These tools may
reduce uncertainties, allow effective management to prevent ecosystems from tipping into undesired alternative
states and facilitate the restoration of systems currently
in undesired or degraded states. A major challenge for
management is how to assess and manage for variability
in structural and functional attributes of a system, while
still ensuring system integrity, a central tenet of resilience
theory (Gunderson 2000). Such system-level management
requires an understanding of feedbacks and scale (Rietkerk et al. 2004). Investigations into the cross-scale organization of a system, in particular the distribution of
pattern and process across various spatial and temporal
extents, have taken centre stage in the search for indicators of imminent system change (Kefi et al. 2007).
Understanding the organization of ecosystems by explicitly accounting for the scaling patterns present has a
clear relevance for management (Kerkhoff & Enquist
2007).
Here, we propose approaches to ecological management
that utilize discontinuity theory, and argue that such
strategies could help deliver better management outcomes
for complex ecological systems. We briefly discuss the status of discontinuity research and then highlight the application of discontinuity approaches for meeting
management goals. In particular, we focus on their potential for understanding resilience, to objectively identify
critical scales of space and time in ecological systems, to
provide indicators of regime change, to help predict and
understand biological invasions and extinctions and to
focus monitoring efforts.

Discontinuities and the organization of
ecosystems
Ecosystems are hierarchically organized. Ecological patterns manifest, and processes operate, at distinct scales of
space and time (Wiens 1989; Levin 1998). At each scale
(i.e. spatial or temporal extent), a few variables dominate
ecological processes. These lead to characteristic patterns
and structures that change with scale and that provide different ecological systems with unique patterns of structure
and process within and across scales (Angeler, G€
othe &
Johnson 2013). In a simplified example drawn from marine zooplankton, there are small-scale patterns that affect
individual zooplankton: migration, predation and competition occur in scales of cm3 to m3 in space and from
hours to days in time, set in a larger-scale pattern of surface areas ranging from tens to hundreds of km2 and
upwelling events occurring annually, to even larger-scale

patterns that include the processes that cover hundreds to
thousands of km2 over centuries and millennia (currents
and oceanic fronts) (Haury, McGowan & Wiebe 1978).
Despite the hierarchical organization of ecosystems
across discrete spatiotemporal scales, processes at lower
scales can permeate up to influence processes at higher
hierarchical levels, for instance, when matter flows in food
webs through a chain of organisms that perceive their
environment at distinct spatial and temporal scales (from
microscopic phytoplankton to krill to whales), and which
therefore operate in distinct scaling regimes (Levin 1992).
Similarly, processes at higher hierarchical scales (predation) can cascade down to affect processes at lower scales
(primary production), highlighting the dynamic nature of
these hierarchical structures (Gunderson & Holling 2002).
Such hierarchical and interlinked dynamics have been
documented in many social and ecological systems (Allen
et al. 2014).
Holling (1992) hypothesized that the cross-scale organization of ecological systems is ultimately mirrored in the
structure of animal communities, positing that behavioural, life-history and morphological attributes of animals adapt to discontinuous environmental patterns
because these patterns reflect opportunities for food, shelter and other resources. Indeed, Holling (1992) found a
correlation between breaks in distributions of animal
body mass, an integrative variable allometric with many
ecological attributes (Peters 1983), and discontinuities in
structures and processes in the boreal forest of Canada.
He interpreted aggregations of species (or modes) along
body mass distributions as scales at which resources and
structure are available to organisms that have evolved to
exploit resources at these specific scales (Fig. 1a). This
means that species within the same body mass aggregation interact more with each other than with species in
other aggregation groups, all else being equal. In contrast, gaps (discontinuities or troughs) in the distribution
reflect the transition between structuring processes and
thus scaling regimes (Fig. 1a). At these transitions, there
are fewer ecological structures or resources with which
animals can interact, or there is greater variance and
instability in these structures or resources (Allen & Holling 2008).
Holling’s theory regarding the discontinuous organization of ecosystems has contributed substantially to our
understanding of the complexity that is inherent in ecosystems and a range of other systems (e.g. social and economic; Garmestani, Allen & Gunderson 2009; Sundstrom
et al. 2014). This theory has proved useful for operationalizing quantitative approaches in resilience research
that are needed to address the many challenges and uncertainties associated with rapid environmental change.
Below, we review how discontinuity theory has contributed to our understanding of the resilience of ecosystems and describe other core areas where a discontinuity
approach may provide novel insight, and improve our
ability to manage complex ecological systems.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Conceptual overview of the discontinuity approach. (a)
Species (individual dots) within a community or population are
rank-ordered [from low (left side of figure) to high (right)] with
respect to body mass/size (log-transformed). Discontinuities or
gaps (vertical dotted lines) are identified statistically and separate
species into aggregation groups of species with similar body mass/
size. These aggregation groups putatively mirror scale-specific
structure and processes in ecosystems, while the discontinuities
reflect transition zones or ‘scale breaks’. (b) The figure also emphasizes the non-randomness of ecological phenomena (e.g. nomadism,
fitness, extinction) within body mass/size aggregation groups with
higher variability occurring close to transition zones and stability in
the centre of aggregation groups. The variability is shown by black
vertical lines; that is, decreasing lengths of lines from the edges
towards the centre of aggregations shows decreasing variability.

Management application of discontinuity
approaches
QUANTIFYING RESILIENCE

Peterson, Allen & Holling (1998) operationalized Holling’s ideas related to cross-scale structure and resilience
in ecosystems in the cross-scale resilience model, which
accounts for scale in understanding the relationship
between biodiversity and resilience. The cross-scale resilience model complements other methods aimed at quantifying ecological resilience, for example the assessment of
thresholds or regime shifts (Standish et al. 2014). It differs
from other approaches focusing on engineering resilience
that typically emphasize the time needed for ecosystem
attributes to recover after disturbances (Pimm 1991). The
cross-scale resilience model is based on the notion that
ecological functions and processes, and ultimately ecosystem resilience, depend on the distribution and diversity of
functional traits, including effect and response traits, of
species within and across spatiotemporal scales (Fig. 2).
Several aspects of biodiversity are relevant for understanding this model: functional redundancy, response
diversity and the scales at which functional trait attributes
of species operate and overlap.
Within a single scale, resilience increases with an
increasing redundancy of functional traits among species’

Fig. 2. Cross-scale resilience model showing the distribution of
functional guilds (squares with different shades of grey) and the
number of species in each guild (redundancy; species represented
by black dots) across scales. Shown are examples of low and high
redundancy and response diversity. The latter is indicated by letters indicating variability in the composition of multiple functional traits of species (e.g. A = slow growth, low dispersal;
B = fast growth, low dispersal; C = fast growth, high dispersal;
D = slow growth, high dispersal) and that confer different
response potential of species to disturbances. Cross-scale resilience is indicated by arrows connecting individual scales. In this
example, the white guild has the lowest cross-scale redundancy.

functional groups (Allen, Gunderson & Johnson 2005).
Redundancy describes the capacity of species to compensate the loss of any other species within a functional
group, thereby maintaining the function of that particular
group (e.g. grazing, pollination, predation). For instance,
in coral reefs, sea urchins compensate for the loss (overfishing) of grazing fish, thereby maintaining herbivory
(Nystr€
om 2006). Response diversity (Elmqvist et al. 2003)
refers to the range of responses a functional group possesses against environmental change, meaning that if
response diversity is low, many species will be similarly
affected by a perturbation. It is clear that both redundancy and response diversity need to be high in order for
resilience to be high (Fig. 2). Finally, resilience also
depends on species within functional groups that operate
at different scales, contributing to cross-scale resilience
(Allen, Gunderson & Johnson 2005) (Fig. 2). Similar to
the insurance effect (Yachi & Loreau 1999), cross-scale
resilience helps maintain ecological functions when species
of functional groups operating at contrasting scales are
affected differently by scale-specific disturbances. Crossscale resilience is expected to increase with the number of
scales a function is present in a system (Allen, Gunderson
& Johnson 2005).
Within the ecological sciences, many researchers have
studied functional community aspects in connection with
Holling’s discontinuity hypothesis to quantify resilience in
both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems (Nash et al.
2014a). For instance, a study evaluating the impact of the
hypothetical loss of all threatened and endangered grassland birds to cross-scale resilience found that substantial
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losses could be absorbed without the loss of functionality
within or across scales (Sundstrom, Allen & Barichievy
2012). However, there were clear thresholds of loss after
which system resilience would be so reduced that any further losses would eliminate critical functional redundancy
across scales, or functional diversity within scales. Similarly, a study that analysed forest and woodland birds in
fragmented agricultural landscapes found that bird communities subjected to human impacts were less resilient
due to the selective extinction of particular body mass
and functional groups (Fischer et al. 2007).
These examples show that discontinuity analyses can
provide clues for understanding the cross-scale organizational structure of ecosystems and, consequently, their
resilience. Extending research beyond evaluating body
mass distributions to also assessing discontinuities in, for
example, abiotic templates, biomass and process rates will
allow us to test for generalities of the discontinuous organization of ecosystem attributes. Clarifying the explicit
spatial patterns and temporal dynamics of these attributes
may provide insight to help refine our understanding of
resilience and inform management. The following examples show further how discontinuity approaches can be
used in management.
DETECTING DISCONTINUITIES AND IDENTIFYING
SCALES

The assessment of scale in ecological systems is important
because disturbances, including those resulting from environmental change, affect ecosystems in scale-specific ways
(Nash et al. 2014a). An understanding of scale-specific
processes provides managers with a realistic assessment of
vulnerabilities and the resilience of ecosystems to environmental change. Explicit consideration of ‘intact’ and ‘affected’ scales in analyses of global change impacts
provides opportunities to tailor more specific management
plans. For instance, management can be matched to target the reinforcement of critical ecological functions at
those scales that are relatively free from stress to buffer
against the potential loss of functions at affected scales,
thereby fostering ecosystem resilience (Angeler, Allen &
Johnson 2013).
While such an approach is theoretically appealing, in
practice, the selection of scales in ecological research is
often arbitrary in nature. In landscape ecology, a widespread approach used to understand the effects of structure at various scales on populations, communities and
their habitat use is to draw buffers of various sizes around
a focal area, and to collect metrics from these increasingly
large buffers (Fig. 3). Similarly, important scales may be
defined through the simple delineation of local habitat vs.
regional scales in metacommunity ecology (Leibold et al.
2004), or distinguishing between reach, catchment and
intercatchment scales by aquatic ecologists (Allan & Castillo 2007). Thus, the selection of scale in such studies is
generally subjective (Wheatley & Johnson 2009) and typi-

Fig. 3. The fallacy of spatial buffering to identify multiple scales
on landscapes. Shown is a focal habitat (e.g. lake) located in a
matrix that transitions between biomes and with different landuse types (forest patches and agricultural lands). Circles around
this habitat show arbitrarily defined scales at different spatial
extents that accurately capture neither the transitional dynamics
nor the land-use patterns in this hypothetical landscape. Shown is
also an approach for scale identification based on the discontinuity approach [black dots comprising species that organize in body
size/mass aggregation groups, separated by scale transitions (vertical dotted lines)]. In the latter approach, the species present in
the lake community integrates both local and regional processes
in this hypothetical landscape that occur at distinct spatial and
temporal scales.

cally reflects the analyst’s view about which connections
are important to the study at hand and which can be
ignored. However, rather than arbitrarily assigning scales,
or a priori assuming what the most critical scales are,
scales of analysis can be objectively identified.
Discontinuity analysis provides a critical tool to objectively identify scales in ecological and other complex systems, including social systems (Sundstrom et al. 2014).
The approach is appealing for natural resource managers
because it can utilize a proxy (such as body mass) for the
delineation of scales. Scales may be identified and resilience evaluated as follows. First, discontinuities can be
assessed by collecting size or mass data for a representative sample of organisms from an ecosystem and analysing the distribution of body sizes or mass for ‘gaps’ in the
distribution (Figs 1 and 2). Several statistical methods,
including cluster analysis and classification and regression
trees and their Bayesian implementations, exist for objectively identifying discontinuities in body mass/size data
(Stow, Allen & Garmestani 2007). These methods can be
adjusted to account for differences in the life-history traits
of organisms (e.g. species with determinate vs. indeterminate growth; Nash et al. 2014b). Secondly, resilience can
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be evaluated by studying the distribution of functional
traits within and across identified scales and assessing
redundancy and response diversity following the crossscale resilience model.
Resources for data acquisition, processing and evaluation are always limited, often compromising species detection and the evaluation of their abundances (Elphick 2008).
These constraints invariably restrict the extent and scope
for research and management. Assessments of scales based
on discontinuity approaches do not strictly require the evaluation of abundances. Since body size or mass of organisms
can be used to objectively identify scales inherent in ecological systems (Allen & Holling 2008), costs arising from sampling evaluation can be reduced. Therefore, assessing scales
and resilience based on body mass or size seems particularly
suitable for habitats with limited monitoring data.
The identification of scales and analysis of discontinuities is not restricted to body mass/size data, giving flexibility to the approach. When monitoring data are
available, the discontinuity approach can be extended to
evaluate scaling patterns in time series and reveal environmental factors that correlate with these scaling patterns
(Angeler et al. 2014a). For example, analysis of long-term
data has revealed discrete groups of lake invertebrate species that exhibited distinct temporal frequencies. Some
invertebrate species responded to slow environmental variables (recovery from acidification and climate change) and
others responded to fast variables that were unrelated to
environmental change (Angeler, Allen & Johnson 2013).
Discontinuity theory can also be applied in a spatial
context. In landscape ecology, Urban, O’Neill & Shugart
(1987) describe how components in a hierarchical system
are organized into scales, which reflect defined landscape
units in which processes operate. A landscape is decomposed into fundamental units, that is spatially discrete
patches whose internal structure or function is significantly different from that of its surroundings (Burnett &
Blaschke 2003). This spatial representation of scale-specific patterns and processes is explicitly recognized in the
hierarchical patch dynamics paradigm (Wu & Loucks
1995). The discontinuous structure of pattern and process
has been empirically demonstrated in landscapes (Gillson
2004), for example animal movement patterns in response
to resource distribution (Fauchald & Tveraa 2006) or
scale-specific distribution of functional feeding groups of
invertebrates in a stream network (G€
othe et al. 2014) and
lake landscape (Angeler et al. 2015a).
Time-series analysis and spatial modelling can be carried out on the presence–absence, abundance, density,
biomass and coverage data, allowing for a broader application of discontinuity approaches across organism
groups and ecosystems. While discontinuity analyses have
been effective for identifying the number of dominant
scales present in animal communities, there has been little
application in other taxonomic groups with modular
growth and that lack body mass/size data, such as plants.
Kerkhoff & Enquist (2007) have shown an elegant

approach to evaluate scaling relationships (based on
power laws) in forest ecosystems using tree density and
diameter in forests. Therefore, metrics like density or
diameter may also be amenable to analysis using the discontinuity approach to identify scaling patterns. Alternatively, time-series modelling and spatial modelling allow
for the application of discontinuity theory to these groups
(Angeler et al. 2014a). Many of these methods can be
used to assess discontinuities in the abiotic environment
and therefore have research potential in the hydrological,
ecotoxicological and geochemical sciences to address management issues related to water quality and pollution.
These examples highlight the usefulness of an extended
discontinuity framework for objectively assessing the
broader impacts of human activities in the environment,
and their management relevance.
DETECTING REGIME CHANGES

Drivers of change (e.g. temperature, nutrient load, fishing
and grazing pressure) can exceed a critical value (i.e.
threshold) generating abrupt and unexpected shifts in
ecosystem structure, processes, feedbacks and functioning,
called regime shifts (Graham et al. 2015). These shifts can
have huge implications for human well-being and societal
development since different ecosystem services can be associated with certain regimes. Consequently, staying away
from thresholds is of high concern for managers and policymakers. However, it is often unclear when critical thresholds are exceeded, and the effects of a regime shift may not
become evident until ecosystems have reorganized into a
new, often stable and possibly undesirable state. Adaptive
approaches that emphasize proactive and incremental management based on changing ecological conditions are
needed to help avoid regime shifts. In contrast, transformative approaches that focus on adaptation to novel ecosystem states are required when systems irreversibly lock into
a new regime (Kates, Travis & Wilbanks 2012).
Recognition of temporal change in ecosystems, including
slow transitions (that often manifest over centuries or millennia) vs. abrupt change (that occurs often within decades)
(Fig. 4a), can facilitate the identification of management
approaches. A recent example exploring the detection of
transitional and abrupt change comes from Foy Lake
(USA). Using 8000 years of fossil diatom data for Foy
Lake, Spanbauer et al. (2014) showed that transitions
between alternative community regimes (i.e. different species’ assemblages of diatoms) can take more than
2000 years, with the lake stabilizing into a new regime at
c. 2200 years before present. A complementary analysis
(T.L. Spanbauer, C.R. Allen, D.G. Angeler, T. Eason, S.C.
Fritz, A.S. Garmestani, K.L. Nash, J.R. Stone, C.A. Stow
& S.M. Sundstrom, unpublished data) indicated a more
rapid (decadal) regime shift in size data of the diatoms that
occurred at c. 2400 years before present (Fig. 4b).
The inability of discontinuity analysis to highlight the
2000-year transition between lake regimes suggests that
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(a)

current toolbox of regime shift indicators, complementing
other methods (Lindegren et al. 2012).
EXTINCTION AND INVASION RISK, POPULATION AND
COMMUNITY VARIABILITY

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Graph illustrating linear vs. nonlinear regime changes
in ecosystems, depending on the time-scale of observation. (b)
Showing lake response curve (solid line) and the threshold in diatom community structure (dotted line) over time. The shaded
area covers a period, comprised of several time intervals, before
and after a regime shift, shown by the discontinuous structure in
the Foy Lake (USA) diatom community. The regime shift is evident in the overall change in patterns of the aggregation groups
comprising size ranges comprised of different diatom species
within each group (lines) separated by gaps (absence of diatoms
with specific sizes; white areas).

the millennial transition detected in Spanbauer et al.
(2014) essentially comprises a slow erosion of Foy Lake0 s
regime before it stabilized in a new regime. Nonetheless,
discontinuity analysis uncovered a bifurcation point in the
lake 200 years earlier than in Spanbauer et al. (2014), suggesting discontinuities could provide an avenue to uncover
bifurcation points in ecosystems before a slowly evolving
regime shift becomes systemic. We acknowledge that the
application of discontinuity theory in the regime shift context is still very limited and that ecological dynamics operating at time-scales from centuries to millennia may seem
intangible for today’s managers and policymakers; however, recognizing transitional dynamics in ecosystems
gives managers the opportunity to develop interventions
towards safer conditions before the new regime eventually
locks in and equilibrates (Hughes et al. 2013). Once a system has stabilized in an alternative regime, identified
through discontinuity analysis, management can be transformed to focus on dealing with novel ecosystem conditions. The example from Foy Lake shows that
discontinuity analysis is likely a valuable addition to the

Discontinuity theory has provided a more mechanistic
understanding of ecological phenomena that concern ecologists and managers and has particular relevance for community and population ecology: invasions, extinctions,
population fitness, migration and nomadism. Empirical
analyses have shown that the location of species within
body mass aggregations is non-random with regard to
these ecological phenomena (Fig. 1b). The following
examples come from a limited number of studies in different ecosystems; however, a common thread emerges from
these, and this commonality highlights the potential of
discontinuity research to refine ecological theory, ecological management and conservation.
Ecologists have shown that high trophic level, low population density, slow life history and small geographical
range size are correlated with a high extinction risk in
declining species (Purvis et al. 2000). In turn, these factors
seem to correlate with a gradient in body size, with organisms at one end of this gradient (larger-bodied species)
facing a greater extinction risk than organisms at the
opposite end of this gradient (smaller-bodied taxa) (Gaston & Blackburn 1995). The discontinuity approach
allows for a more refined assessment of extinction risks
because it examines the sensitivity of extinction along the
breadth of this gradient. That is, it accounts for nonlinear
patterns and scale-specific structures that are present in
the environment (e.g. distribution and abundance of food,
shelter and other resources) that influence the discontinuous body mass distributions of organisms (Holling 1992).
For instance, bird, herpetofauna and mammal species
with body masses that located them closer to discontinuities were more likely to be threatened or endangered in
the Florida Everglades, USA (Allen, Forys & Holling
1999). This extinction risk arises because of a greater variability and increased unpredictability of resource availability closer to discontinuities, which reflect transitions
between scaling regimes in ecosystems (Holling 1992), and
it may also be related to some of the factors (e.g. low
population density, small geographical range size) identified by Purvis et al. (2000). Limited and more variable
resources translate directly to higher population variability in both space and time, which has been further documented for bird species with body masses close to
discontinuities (Wardwell & Allen 2009).
Proximity to discontinuities as a zone of ecological
instability for organisms that translates directly into
greater spatial and temporal variability in communities
has been further substantiated in studies of migration and
nomadism. Bird species in Mediterranean ecosystems of
central-south Australia with body masses located closer to
discontinuities have a higher incidence of nomadism than
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those species with body masses in the centre of aggregation groups (Allen & Saunders 2002, 2006). The latter species are often sedentary and occupy habitats with relative
stability in terms of resource availability in time and
space. Migrations, which are predictable and directional,
and nomadism, which reflects unpredictable movements,
require birds to locate resources in complex landscapes,
particularly in ecosystems that exhibit high variability in
resource abundance in time and space (Boyle & Conway
2007). Thus, migration and nomadism may represent an
evolutionary adaptation of organisms with specific body
masses to cope with uncertainty in resource availability
and abundance.
In the absence of such adaptations, it is likely that
organisms that are sedentary or that have seen their
migration patterns disrupted due to human impact (e.g.
habitat loss, fragmentation and alteration) face increased
extinction risk due to enhanced competition for limited
and variable resources (May 1973; Pimm 1991). Evidence
for this increased extinction risk comes from a recent
study of fitness in European eel Anguila anguila populations. The eel is a diadromous species that completes its
life cycle through migration between European inland
waters and the Sargasso Sea (north-western Atlantic
Ocean). Angeler et al. (2014b) found that individuals of
eel populations in pristine Spanish streams had lower fitness when their body masses placed them closer to discontinuities. Interestingly, eel populations showed the
opposite pattern in dammed streams that disrupted migration patterns, as higher fitness was associated with a body
mass that placed them closer to discontinuities. In other
words, eels that had body masses that placed them close
to a discontinuity were more successful in degraded systems where resources are arguably more variable, while
eels with body masses that placed them far from the discontinuities were more successful in pristine streams where
resources ought to be more stable. The patterns found for
the eel were also found for another threatened fish species
(Mediterranean barbel Barbus meridionalis), but were not
evident in invasive (common carp Cyprinus carpio) or tolerant fish species with stable populations (chub Squalius
cephalus). While the mechanisms generating these contrasting patterns are unclear, the results suggest that individuals with body masses close to discontinuities may
have a disproportionally higher tolerance to perturbations
than those located in the centre of aggregation groups.
From an applied viewpoint, this non-random pattern of
sensitivity suggests that discontinuity analysis can be used
to scrutinize patterns of conservation risks in populations
and communities, allowing for more targeted management
schemes for threatened species.
In the context of conservation risks, discontinuity analysis also has the potential to address relevant issues
related to invasive species, which often have significant
ecological and economic impacts. The success of invasive
species has been explained by two contrasting but not
mutually exclusive views, including intrinsic (functional

traits) and extrinsic (ecological and genetic influences such
as release from natural enemies, hybridization or other
novel ecological and evolutionary interactions) factors
(Colautti et al. 2014). Assessing the relative importance of
these factors would benefit management, including the
creation of ‘blacklists’ of potentially harmful species and
‘whitelists’ of species unlikely to pose a significant threat
(Hui et al. 2011). However, despite the availability of
powerful statistical methods, an analysis of invasion risk
and success is often limited by data on, for instance,
abundance, survival rates and reproductive output (Colautti et al. 2014). Also, uncertainty is added because
modelling results can differ between scales of observation
(Hamilton et al. 2005). Using body mass in the analysis,
the discontinuity approach provides a complementary
alternative to currently used methods in invasion biology,
because it allows accounting for relevant scales in the
analysis. Preliminary research has shown a higher likelihood of successful invasions if the body masses of the
invaders fall close to discontinuities in the body mass distributions (Allen, Forys & Holling 1999; Allen 2006). Ecologically, this may reflect zones where invasive species can
more efficiently use resources than native species, that is
areas where ecological niches are not saturated and competition with native species minimized. Given that species
invasions are one of the principal problems related to
environmental change (Lockwood, Hoopes & Marchetti
2007), further research using discontinuity concepts to
assess invasions across ecosystems and organism groups
seems warranted. More broadly, the non-randomness of
ecological phenomena, combined with the ability to identify scale-specific impacts and ultimately resilience of
ecosystems, offers ecologists and managers alternative
ways for monitoring and thus managing biodiversity and
ecosystems, based on discontinuity approaches. We show
this potential in our last example of management application of discontinuity theory.
IDENTIFICATION OF MONITORING TARGETS

Resources for monitoring programmes are always limited.
Programmes are therefore often geared towards endangered and flagship species, such as charismatic vertebrates,
taxa of socioeconomic interests (e.g. game fish species) or
umbrella species that are believed to serve as a conservation surrogate for many other species (Carignan & Villard
2002). However, these approaches have limitations
because they can be costly, the identification of monitoring targets (variables or species that accurately reflect
ecosystem processes) may not be a transparent procedure,
conservation goals based on individual species may conflict, and ecological surrogates may not be very effective
(Simberloff 1998; Rodrigues & Brooks 2007). Advances
have been made to overcome some of the limitations
related to surrogacy, for instance, through the use of
long-term monitoring data of multiple taxon groups at
multiple sites along broad spatial gradients (e.g. the Swed-
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Table 1. Comparison of management and monitoring actions, with some pros and cons, under a traditional management paradigm vs.
an approach utilizing a discontinuity approach. Some examples of management applications are given
Management or
monitoring action

Traditional approach

Discontinuity approach (DA)

Management applications of DA

Assessing resilience

Focus often on engineering
resilience (i.e. recovery time
after disturbances)

Identification of ecosystems
vulnerable to environmental
change
Identify location of thresholds
Assess alternative states

Identification of
scales

Subjective; observer-defined
Generally driven by jurisdictional
or geographic boundaries
Not connected to scales of
ecological processes

Detecting regime
changes

Focus on successional changes;
regime shifts implicit

Focus on ecological resilience
Accounting for scales and
ecological complexity;
complements other methods
based on, for instance, spatial
and time-series modelling,
regime shift detection, scaling
law descriptions
Using cross-scale resilience
model; quantifying scale-specific
distributions of functional traits
Objective; identified through
statistical approaches
(discontinuity analysis,
time series and
spatial modelling)
Addresses ecological reality
Data may not be available at
scales coinciding with
ecological processes
Explicit recognition of existence
of alternative regimes in
ecosystems

Extinction and
invasion risk

Theory and analytical methods
well developed
Scale selection is arbitrary,
mechanistic link between scales of
processes or functions implicit
Data often limited

Assessment of non-randomness of
ecological phenomena while
accounting for scaling
patterns in ecosystems

Selection of
monitoring targets

Surrogates for monitoring biodiversity
need to be cautiously applied
Based on normative values, for
example charismatic (flagship),
game, umbrella species
Limited connection to
ecosystem function

Building on modern regime
shift theory
Based on objective, statistical
identification; species with
increased variability in
abundance (e.g. flickering)
Mechanistic link to system-level
processes and resilience

ish Monitoring of Lakes; F€
olster et al. 2014) or cost, for
example, through the use of remote sensing or real-time
recording of biological data and their fast analysis (DNA
barcoding) (Batt et al. 2013; Pettorelli et al. 2014; Rees
et al. 2014). Nevertheless, several key questions remain as
to how environmental change outcomes can be assessed
cost-effectively, while accounting for the complex dynamics of ecosystems. We posit that discontinuity approaches
have the potential to address this by selecting sets of species based on objective criteria that reflect relevant
dynamics at the ecosystem scale.
The monitoring applications of discontinuity theory follow from several of our applications highlighted before,
including the development of indicators of regime shifts
and the non-randomness of ecological phenomena. Carpenter & Brock (2006) suggested that certain key parameters of complex systems become more variable as they

Identify scales of perturbation
Determine functional redundancy
and response diversity within
and across scales to drive
management focus
Match administrative scales
to ecological scales

Assessment of:
Thresholds necessary for
understanding restoration
Impending regime shifts
Reduced uncertainty in risk
assessments at community and
population level (e.g. extinctions,
species invasions, fitness)
More mechanistic link between
spatial ecology (migration,
nomadism) and conservation
threats (e.g. habitat fragmentation)
Increasing cost-effectiveness of
monitoring programmes
Straightforward identification
of sentinel species indicating
environmental change
Identification of harbingers of
impending regime shifts

approach thresholds, for example when lakes change from
a clear to a turbid state. Indicators for regime shifts have
been proposed, such as increasing variance (Carpenter &
Brock 2006), flickering and increased autocorrelation
(Scheffer et al. 2009), slowed recovery time after perturbation (Dakos et al. 2008), increased recovery length (i.e.
distance necessary for connected populations to recover
from spatial perturbations) (Dai, Korolev & Gore 2013)
and dynamic order (Eason, Garmestani & Cabezas 2014).
In this paper, we added the potential of discontinuity
analysis to indicate regime shifts. It suggests that species
located in the centre of aggregation groups may have a
proportionally higher sensitivity to environmental perturbations and thus show heightened variability in response
to stressors relative to those situated close to discontinuities, which may have a higher tolerance to perturbations.
This provides methods to identify those species that are
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likely sensitive to change prior to systemic regime shifts,
which would allow more targeted and effective monitoring
to determine rapidly when there is an increased probability of an impending change to the regime of a system.
In practical terms, the discontinuity approach has the
potential to reconcile the controversy around ecologically
relevant monitoring based on single species approaches.
Discontinuity analysis has the capacity to objectively identify those species that best capture ecological variability in
ecosystems due to their location in the centre of body
mass/size aggregations, regardless of their designation as
flagship, economically important or umbrella species.
Building on regime shift (early warning) theory, these species can serve as effective sentinels of environmental
change where monitoring tracks their patterns of variability at scales where human impacts in ecosystems are the
most severe. They may also serve as harbingers of regime
shifts through focused monitoring of their variability in
abundances over time and across body mass/size aggregation groups.
It is clear that discontinuities between scaling regimes
represent areas where biodiversity and ecosystem processes
are exposed to constant innovation and novelty under
environmental change. This has profound implications for
resilience and provides confirmation of cross-scale change
in structuring regimes where individual, species and community turnover in time and space are indicative of both
high variance and flickering. We are unaware that discontinuity approaches have been applied in monitoring programmes so far. However, given their potential, further
research seems warranted to identify such sentinel species
across ecosystem types and organism groups.

Outlook and challenges
Natural resource management is in need of practical,
effective tools to understand ecosystem vulnerability and
resilience to environmental change and to assess the biodiversity crisis at large. The examples discussed demonstrate
that discontinuity analysis, and an extended version of it
that accommodates taxa without discrete body mass/size
data (e.g. spatial and time-series modelling; determination
of scaling through power law relationships), provides a
quantitative tool for this pursuit, complementing current
management approaches (Table 1). Application of the discontinuity framework is recently gaining traction for the
determination of relationships between functional diversity and resilience (Angeler et al. 2015a,b; Nash et al.
2015), and our overview shows further application of discontinuity analysis in ecology and management for assessing relationships between species extinctions, invasions,
population fitness and ecosystem resilience. Ecosystems
with high vulnerability can be identified through comparative assessments, helping to set management priorities.
Discontinuity analysis also provides uncharted terrain for
the exploration of impending regime shifts of individual
systems, and to assist in objectively identifying the thresh-

olds in ecological systems at which structures and processes change.
The general application of the discontinuity framework
is limited because of data constraints (e.g. time-series and
spatial data with sufficient resolution to cover relevant ecological scales) for most ecosystems and the lack of detailed
trait knowledge for many organisms. This highlights the
need for monitoring and improved trait information in concert with the application of discontinuity analysis, to create
an iterative approach capable of capturing ecological complexity and variability over time. These, in combination
with specifically designed experiments, provide opportunities for obtaining complementary and more mechanistic
information about ecosystem structure and process.
Ecological management is goal-driven, and a complexity approach as presented in this paper may not be necessary to meet certain ends (e.g. creating biodiversity
inventories). However, a thorough understanding of patterns and processes is needed for managing and conserving biodiversity and the manifold benefits human societies
derive from it. To this end, it is useful to account for the
complexity that is inherent in ecosystems to improve our
knowledge of ecosystem responses to environmental
change. The discontinuity framework shows how this
complexity can be quantified, and ultimately provides
opportunities to create a nexus between ecological theories in order to refine ecological impact assessment and
improve environmental management.
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